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SRI CHANDRASEKHARENDRA SARASWATHI GNANA PEETAM 

               ...Spreading Love and Light 

Founder’s Message - కర్మ - జ్ఞా నం - అధికార్ం 

   

నమస్తే  "అసంప్రదాయవిత్ సర్వ శాసేరవిదపి మూర్ఖవదుపతక్షణీయః" - సంప్రదాయ ప్రిజ్ఞా నములేనివాడు ఎనిి శాసేరములను 

చదివినా మూఢుని వలె ఉపతక్షణీయుడే. భగవదగీ తా భాష్యంలో ఆది శంకర్ులు. ఈ మాటలను బటటి  ఆచార్ము సంప్రదాయములను 

పాటటంచడం ఎంత ముఖ్యమ ైనదో  ఆస్ిికులెైన వారికి ఇటటి  అవగతమౌత ంది.  

సాధార్ణంగా ఆధాయత్మమక జీవతంలో ఉండి సాధన చేసుే నివార్ు కొనిి చోటల  త్మకమక ప్డుత ంటార్ు. పెడుత ంటార్ు కూడా... 

గుర్ువుగార్ు చెపిినటలల  ర ండు విష్యాలోల  ఉనిది లేనటలల  లేనిద ిఉనిటలల  నటటసాే ర్ు చాలామంది. లక్ష్ిమ విష్యంలో ఎంత ఉనాి 

లేదనీ, సర్సవత్మ విష్యంలో ఎంత డొలెలల నా అంతా తెలుసనీ.... అంతా కాకపో యినా ఎంతో తెలుసనీ... 

ఇక అకకడుించి ఇదెవర్ు చపెాిర్ు అదెవర్ు చెపాిర్ు ఇవనీి టార ష్ ఆధాయతమ సాధనలో ఇవ ంటట అవ ంటట, నియమాలు నిబంధనలు 

అధికార్ం, అర్హత నథింగ్ డూయింగ్ వాళ్ళకనాి మేమే బెటర్ వంటట బో లెడు సూకుే లు సుభాషితాలు వల్లంచి దేశోదధర్ణం 

చేసుే నాిమనుకుకన  "సౌజ్నాయరావు"లు (కనాయశులకం నుండి ఈ పతర్ు స్వవకరించా)  కొందర్ు. 

సరే, మనది వ ైదిక ధర్మం, వ దమే ప్రమాణంగా ఉని జీవన విధానం. ఈ వ దం ర ండు విష్యాలను ఇమడుుకుని ఉంటలంది. అవ  

కర్మకాండ జ్ఞా న కాండ. ప్రజ్ఞప్తాయదిగా జ్ఞా నం వ ప్ుకి వ ళ్లడానికి వ ైదిక కరామవలంబనం చేస్ి ఆ కర్మలు ప్ండి జ్ఞా న ఫలానిి 

ప ందడం సదాచార్ం సనాతన వ ైదిక సంప్రదాయమూనూ. ఐతే కొనిి సార్ుల  జ్ఞా నానికి ఎవర్ు అధికార్ులు అనిప్ుిడు 

బాల, స్వే ర, వృదాధ ది వయోబేధాలు కానీ, ల్ంగ బేధాలు కానీ,   వరాా శరమాది బేధాలు కానీ లేకుండా సర్ువలూ 

జ్ఞా నముప ందడానికి, జ్ఞా న సముపార్జనకి అధికార్ులే అర్ుహ లే అని శాసాే ా లు ప్రజ్ఞప్తాయదిగా సమసే గుర్ుమండలం చెపిినదగ 

అద.ే  "జ్ఞా నమును సాధించడానికి పెై బేధములేవీ అడుు రావు, జ్ఞా నమునుప ందడానికి అందరికీ అధికార్మునిది" (భగవతాిద 

ఉవాచ). 

ఐతే, ఈ విష్యానిి తప్ుిగా కర్మ కాండకనవయింప్జ్ేయడం మొదలెైంది. వ దంలో చెపిిన కర్మలనిింటటకీ 

అర్హతాధికారాలునాియి, ఎవర్ు ఒప్ుికునాి ఒప్ుికోకునాి సతయం సతయం ప్ునససతయం, ఐనా మన ఒప్ుికోలుతో వ దానిక ి
ప్నిలేదు కదా. గాయత్మర చయేడానికి ఫలానా ఉప్వీతధార్ణ అన  సంసాకర్ం చేస్ినతర్వాత గాయత్మరకి అధకిారి అవుతాడు 
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అనిప్ుిడు అది లేకునాి చేసాే నాంటట? యజ్ఞా నికీ యజా్శాలకీ ప్రతేయకమ ైన ప్వితరత లెకకలు కొలతలు ఉనాియి అందులో వాడ ే

సమిధలు, మంతార లతో సహా కొనిి ప్దధత లు అవి నిర్వహ ంచే వార ిఅధికార్ం ఉనిది, సుర కుక సుర వంకి తయారకిి కూడా ఫలాని 

చెకకతో చేస్ిన ఫలాని స్ెైజులో ఉని అని లెకక కూడా ఉనిది అని అంటట, అబేే అంతా తూచ్ గరిటలతో చేసాే మంటట? ఉప్వీత్మ 

కానిదే యజా్ంలో హవిస్ిసవవకూడదు అని శతప్థబార హమణాదులలో వ దం నిర్ూపించింది అని చెపిినా ఎవర్ు చెపాిర్ండీ 

ఆయన వరో చేయించార్ు మమే ందుకు చేయకూడదు అని చేస్తస్తే ? ఉప్నయనం అయియందే అనుకోకండి ఎంత వ దాధికార్ం కల్గి 

ఉనాి గుర్ువుదగీర్ న ర్ుుకోకుండా సవర్ం లేకుండా వ దమంతార లు సూకాే లు చదవరాదు అని నియమమునాి అవి 

ప్ఠిస్తే ?... ఎవవర్ూ ఆప్ర్ు ఎందుకంటట వదదంటట వినర్ు కాబటటి  పెైగా వితండం చేసాే ర్ు కాబటటి . కుతర్కం చేయవదదని, అందులో 

పాలగీ నవదదని శంకర్ుల ఆన కాబటటి .మనలో ప్రత్మ ఒకకర్ూ ఈ ర ంటట బేధం తెలుసుకోవాల్, కొనిి కొనిి కర్మల నిర్వహణకు కొందర్ు 

కొందర్ు మాతరమే అర్ుహ లు,ఎంత ప్ండిత లెైనా కొనిి కొనిి విష్యాలలో అర్హత అధికార్ం కల్గి ఉండర్ు, సో మయాజి కావాలంటట 

తగు అర్హత కావాల్,హవిరాయజి అవావల్ అలా.. అవతల వారితో వాదు చేసుే నిప్ుిడు ఈ సునిశిత ప్రిశీలనం అవసర్ం. జ్ఞా నం 

ప ందడం విష్యంలో ఎవర్ూ ఎవరినీ ఆప్లేర్ు ఆప్ర్ు. దానికి అధికార్ బేధాలు లేవు. కర్మల విష్యంలో ఖ్చిుతమ ైన నియమ 

నిబంధనలుంటాయి. ఈ ర ంటటకీ తేడాతెలీకపో వడంతోటట, భగవంత డి దగీర్ ఇనిి నియమాలేంటండీ, మాదేవుడికి మాకు తోచిన 

రీత్మలో చేసుకంటట తప్ింటార్ు మీ సాంప్రదాయవాదులు అన టటల వంటట తెల్స్వ తెలీని అపాండితయప్ు మాటలు బయటప్డతాయి. 

మనలో ప్రత్మ ఒకకర్ూ ఈ ర ంటట బేధం తెలుసుకోవాల్, కొనిి కొనిి కర్మల నిర్వహణకు కొందర్ు కొందర్ు మాతరమే అర్ుహ లు,ఎంత 

ప్ండిత లెైనా కొనిి కొనిి విష్యాలలో అర్హత అధికార్ం కల్గి ఉండర్ు, సో మయాజి కావాలంటట తగు అర్హత కావాల్,హవిరాయజి 

అవావల్ అలా.. అవతల వారితో వాదు చేసుే నిప్ుిడు ఈ సునిశిత ప్రిశీలనం అవసర్ం. జ్ఞా నం ప ందడం విష్యంలో ఎవర్ూ 

ఎవరినీ ఆప్లేర్ు ఆప్ర్ు. దానికి అధికార్ బేధాలు లేవు. కర్మల విష్యంలో ఖ్చిుతమ ైన నియమ నిబంధనలుంటాయి. ఈ ర ంటటకీ 

తేడాతెలీకపో వడంతోటట, భగవంత డి దగీర్ ఇనిి నియమాలేంటండీ, మాదేవుడికి మాకు తోచిన రీత్మలో చేసుకంటట తప్ింటార్ు మీ 

సాంప్రదాయవాదులు అన టటల వంటట తెల్స్వ తెలీని అపాండితయప్ు మాటలు బయటప్డతాయి. 

ఏదేమ ైనప్ిటటకీ వ దం చెపిినటలల  చేస్తే  వ ైదికుడివి ధికకరిస్తే  అవ ైదికుడివి, సులభమ ైన మాటలోల  అంతే కదా.. 

------------------------------- వసుధెవై కుటలంబకం ----------------------- 

Harihi Om 

Founder & President 

HK. Madhusundan Rao. 
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Sloka from Bhagavad Gita (1.14) 

 

तत: श्वतेैर्हययैयहक्ते मर्तत स्यन्दने स्स्ितौ  ।       ataḥ śhvetairhayairyukte mahati syandane sthitau  । 

माधव: पाण्डवश्चवै ददव्यौ शङ्खौ प्रदध्मतय:         mādhavaḥ pāṇḍavaśhchaiva divyau śhaṅkhau pradadhmatuḥ    

 

tataḥ—then; śhvetaiḥ—by white; hayaiḥ—horses; yukte—yoked; mahati—
glorious; syandane—chariot; sthitau—seated; mādhavaḥ—Shree Krishna, 
the husband of the goddess of fortune, Lakshmi; pāṇḍavaḥ—Arjun; cha—
a n d ;  e v a — a l s o ;  d i v y a u — D i v i n e ;  śh aṅ k h a u — c o n c h 
shells; pradadhmatuḥ—blew 

 

Meaning:  

Then, from amidst the Pandava army, seated in a glorious chariot drawn 
by white horses, Madhav and Arjun blew their Divine conch shells.  

Nitya Smarana Slokas 

Sloka  to chant   while perform pradakshina namaskara to the Ashwath vruksha 

मूलतो ब्रह्मा रूपया, मध्यतो ववष्णय रूवपणे।    Moolatho Brahma roopaya, madhyatho Vishnu roopine,। 

अग्रतः शशवा रूपया वकृ्ष राजय िे नामा ॥  Agratha shiva roopaya Vruksha rajaya they nama.॥  

Meaning, 

My salutations to the king of trees. Whose root is the form of Brahma, Middle is the form of Lord Vishnu, 
And top is the form of Lord Shiva. 

 

Sloka  to chant   while perform pradakshina namaskara to the Shami vruksha 

शमी शमयते पापम ्शमी शत्रयववनाशशनी  ।   shamI shamayate paapam shamI shaTruvinaashinI  । 

अजयहनस्य धनयधाहरी रामस्य वप्रयदशशहनी  ||       arjunasya dhanurdhaari raamsya priyadasrshinI ॥ 

http://www.holy-bhagavad-gita.org/w/tatah
http://www.holy-bhagavad-gita.org/w/shvetaih
http://www.holy-bhagavad-gita.org/w/hayaih
http://www.holy-bhagavad-gita.org/w/yukte
http://www.holy-bhagavad-gita.org/w/mahati
http://www.holy-bhagavad-gita.org/w/syandane
http://www.holy-bhagavad-gita.org/w/sthitau
http://www.holy-bhagavad-gita.org/w/madhavah
http://www.holy-bhagavad-gita.org/w/pandavah
http://www.holy-bhagavad-gita.org/w/cha
http://www.holy-bhagavad-gita.org/w/eva
http://www.holy-bhagavad-gita.org/w/divyau
http://www.holy-bhagavad-gita.org/w/shankhau
http://www.holy-bhagavad-gita.org/w/pradadhmatuh
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శీరమదార మాయణం - అంగ రాజ్యంలో క్ష్ామం 

యజ్ఞా శ్వాన్ని సుమంత్రు డు వెడలంచగవ మిక్కిల త్ృప్తి  గొన్ి దశరథుడు రవజ్ ప్వు సవదం లో ఉండగవ సుమంత్రు డు 

దశరథ మహారవజు చ ంత్ చేరవడు. 

ఓ మహారవజ్ఞ మీకు ధరవాత్రాల ైన్ పుత్రు లు కలుగుటకు   మీరు చేయవలసతన్ పన్న ఇంక్వ ఒకట ంది . మీకు దాన్నక్క 

సంబంధించి కృత్ యుగం లో జ్రిగిన్ విషయం చ ప్వాల అన్న ఇలా మొదలు ప్ెటటా డు . 

పూరాం అంగ రవజ్ఞాన్ని ప్వలంచే వవడు రొమప్వదుడనే మహారవజు. ఆయన్కు శ్వంత్ అన్ు కూత్రరు కలగెన్ు. ఆమె 

యుకి వయసున్ ఉండగవ అంగ రవజ్ఞాన్నక్క తీవు క్షామం కలగెన్ు. క్ొన్ని వత్సరవలు వరషమే లేకుండ న్ు. రైెత్రలు నీరు 

లేక మిక్కిల క్షోభన్ు అన్ుభవించుచుండిరి.  ధాన్ాం పండేది క్వదు. ఆవులు ప్వలచేేవి క్వవు. చాలా మంది ఆకల తో 

మరణ ంచేవవరు. రోమప్వదుడిక్క ఆ విషయం చాలా దుుఃఖం కలగించ న్ు. పుజ్ల దుుఃఖం చూడలేక ప్ో యే వవడు. త్న్ 

రవజ్ాంలోన్న పండిత్రలన్ు మహరుష లన్ు మంత్రు లన్ు ప్తలప్తంచాడు . వవరితో ఇలా అనాిడు. "ఓ మహాత్రాలరవ, నా 

రవజ్ఞాన్నక్క ఇట వంటి కషాం ఎలా సంభవించింది. నేన్ు పుజ్ల దుుఃఖం చూడలేక ప్ో త్రనాిన్ు. దయ చేసత నాకు మారగ  

న్నరదే శం చేయండి.  నాకు ఈ సతంహాసన్ం ప్ెై ఆశ లేదు. మిరద దీన్నన్న సవాకరించండి. నా పుజ్లన్ు ఈ గడుు క్వలం న్ుండి 

బయట పడవేయండి." అన్న ప్వు రిథంచారు. 

అపుాడు వవరు రవజుకు మున్నకుమారుడ ైన్ ఋషాశృంగుడు అన్ు బుహాచారి గురించి చ పాడం ఆరంభంచారు .  

————గవయత్రు  మహేష్    

Paramacharya’s Call -  Qualities of Religious Teachers   
                                 (Hindu Dharma)  

 Today students of philosophy and seekers all over the world accept Ad-
vaita or non-dualism as the supreme system of thought. Since you call me a 
teacher of Advaita you will naturally expect me to say that it is because of the 
excellence of this Vedantic system that it has so many followers. 
But, on reflection, the question arises as to whether all people do indeed sub-
scribe to non-dualism. The world over people follow so many different relig-
ions, subscribe to so many different philosophical systems. People belonging 
to the same country go from one faith to another. During the time of the 
Buddha many adherents of the Vedic religion embraced his system. In later 
centuries many Hindus became converts to Christianity or Islam. Jainas have 
become Vaisnavas with the name of "Pustimargins". During the time of Sri 
Ramanuja a number of people went over to the Visistadvaita (qualified non-
dualism) fold. Similarly, Sri Madhva's school of Dvaita or dualism also gained many adherents. When Adi 
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Sankara held sway, non-Vedic religions like Buddhism and Jainism suffered a decline. Those following the path 
of karma then- the karma marga is a part of the Vedic religion- returned to Advaita, which indeed is a wholly 
Vedic system. 
Why did religions that had flourished at one time go under later? Do people really follow a religion or subscribe 
to a philosophical system after making a proper inquiry into the same? Perhaps only thinking people embrace a 
religion after an assessment of its doctrines. The same cannot be said about the generality of people who any 
faith. If it is claimed that the common people accept a religion for its concepts, they must be able to speak about 
them and tell us how these doctrines are superior to those of other religions. The fact is that the vast majority of 
the followers of any faith know precious little about the beliefs or doctrines on which it is founded. 
I believe that the growth or expansion of a religion is in no way related to its doctrines. The common people do 
not worry about questions of philosophy. A great man of exemplary character and qualities appears on the scene
- a great man of compassion who creates serenity all round- and people are drawn to him. They become con-
verts to his religion in the firm belief that the doctrines preached by him, whatever they be, must be good. On the 
other hand, a religion will decline and decay if its spokesmen, however eloquent they are in expounding its con-
cepts, are found to be guilty of lapses in character and conduct. It is difficult to give an answer to the question 
why people flock to religions that have contradictory beliefs. But if we examine the history of some religions- 
how at one time people gloried in them and how these faiths later perished- we 
shall be able to know the reason. At the same time, it would be possible for us to 
find out how at the first place they attracted such a large following. If you find 
out how a religion declined you will be able to know how it had first grown 
and prospered. 
The decay of a religion in any country could be attributed to the lack of char-
acter of its leaders and of the people constituting the establishment responsible 
for its growth. 
When we listen to the story of the Buddha, when we see again and again his 
images that seem to exude the milk of human kindness, compassion and tran-
quility spring in our own hearts and we feel respectful towards him. People 
must have been attracted to him thus during his time. How, in later times, there 
was a moral decline in the Buddhist monastic establishments will be seen 
from MattaVilasam written by Mahendra Pallava. This work shows how Bud-
dhism came to be on the decline and demonstrates that the rise or fall of a re-
ligion is dependent on the quality and character of its spokesmen. 
After the Buddha came AdiSankara to whom people were drawn for his incomparable goodness and greatness. 
Later appeared Ramanuja and Madhva who, in their personal lives, stood out as men of lofty character. They too 
were able to gather round them a large following and extend the sway of their respective systems. Recently came 
Gandhiji as a man of peace and sacrifice. Millions of people accepted his teachings, which indeed came to con-
stitute religion, "Gandhism". If a system owes its growth to the excellence of the philosophical principles on 
which it is based, Gandhism ought to be at the peak of its glory today. But what do we see in reality? The Gan-
dhian way of life as practiced now is all too obvious to need any comment. 
The question here is not about the religions that try to draw people to themselves either through force or the lure 
of money. It is but natural for ignorant people to become converts to a new religion through rites like baptism 
after receiving various inducements and "social rewards". It was in this manner, they say, that Christianity ex-
tended its influence during times of famine. It is also said that Islam was propagated with the sword, that masses 

http://www.kamakoti.org/hindudharma/part1/referp1.htm#FALL
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of people were forced to join it by force of arms. Here again there is proof of the fact that that the common peo-
ple do not adopt a religion for the sake of any principle or out of any interest in its philosophical system. There is 
one matter to consider. The padres [Christian missionaries] converted mainly people living in the ceris [that is 
people on the outskirts of a village or town]. Their usual procedure was to tell these poor folk that they were kept 
suppressed in the religion of their birth and offer them inducements in the form of free education and medical 
treatment and the promise of a better status. 
Not all, however, fell to such lures. However much they seemed to be suppressed in the religion of their birth, 
many of them refused to be converted, ignoring the advantages held out. Why? One reason was their good na-
ture and the second was respect for the great men who have appeared in our religion from time to time. They 
told themselves: "Let us continue to remain in the religion of our forefathers, the religion that has produced so 
many great men." 
We must not censure those who convert people to their faith. They believe that their religion represents the 
highest truth. That is why they practice conversion by compulsion or by placing various temptations before peo-
ple belonging to other faiths. Let us take it that they try to bring others into their fold because they believe that 
that is the only means of a man's salvation. Let us also presume that they believe that there is nothing wrong in 
carrying out conversion either by force or through the offer of inducements because they think that they are do-
ing it for the well-being of the people they seek to convert. 
If religions that resort neither to force nor to money power have grown, it is solely because of the noble qualities 
of their teachers. Outwards guise alone is not what constitutes the qualities of the representative or the spokes-
man of a religion. Whatever the persuasion to which he belongs he must be utterly selfless, bear ill-will towards 
none, in addition to being morally blameless. He must live an austere life, and must be calm and compassionate 
by nature. Such a man will be able to help those who come to him by removing their shortcomings and dispel-
ling the evil in them. 
Producing men of such noble qualities from amongst us is the way to make our religion flourish. It is not neces-
sary to carry on propaganda against other religions. The need is for representatives, for preceptors, capable of 
providing an example through their very life of the teachings of our religion. It is through such men that, age 
after age, sanatana dharma has been sustained as a living force. Hereafter too it will be through them that it will 
continue to remain a living force. 
If a militant proselytizer appears on the scene, I shall not be able to gather a force to combat him. Nor can I 
spend crores and crores like those religious propagandists who build schools and 
hospitals to entice people into their faith. Even if I were able to do so, conversions 
carried out in such a manner would be neither true nor enduring. Suppose a 
group comes up that has more muscle and money power; it will undo my work 
with its superior force and greater monetary strength. We should not, therefore, 
depend on such outward forces to promote our religion but instead rely on our 
Atmic strength to raise ourselves. In this manner our religion will flourish with-
out any need for aggressive propaganda or the offer of inducements. 
At present many intellectuals abroad talk in glowing terms of Advaita, may be 
because of its lofty character as a philosophical system. They come to the school 
of Vedanta after examining it and after being inwardly convinced of its truth. 
But the common people need the example of a great soul, a great life [not ab-
stract principles]. 
A man of peace and compassion, a man of wisdom and self-sacrifice, must arise from our midst. 
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Paramacharya — Adherence to the Sastras 
 

According to our tradition, there are fourteen branches of knowledge which are common to both general educa-
tion and dharma. They are described as the sources of vidya and dharma. (Vedaah sthaanaani vidyaanaam 
dharmasyacha chaturdasa - the fourteen (chaturdasa vidyaas are, the four Vedas, the six Vedaangaas and the 
four Upaangaas. The six angaas (limbs) of the Vedas are: siksha vyaakaranam, cchandas, niruktam, jyotisham 
and kalpam). The Tamil expression, sadangu is derived from shadanga or six angaas. The four Upaangaas are: 
the puraanaas, which illustrate Vedic truths through stories-projecting the truths as if through a magnifying 
lens-nyaaya, meemaamsa and the smritis. The smritis deal with the Dharma Saastra portion of the Vedas. Be-
tween the vedaangaas and the Upaangaas, almost all branches of knowledge are covered. The jyotisha saastra, 
one of the Vedaangaas, covers the entire field of astronomy, astrology and the technique of prediction. A detailed 
study of this saastra will prove that our ancient Rishis had perfected what is now known as higher mathematics, 
long before the science of mathematics, was developed in the West. The Tamil expression saangopaangamaha 
i.e., with angaas and upaangaas, used to denote a work well done, is very significant. It coveys to us the idea that 
a job has been done correctly and well, without forgetting even the minutest details. 
From the travel records written by Fa Hian and Huen Tsang, from the various records available in China and 
from archaeological excavations, we know the manner in which the ancient universities of Taxila and Nalanda 
had been functioning. It is seen that though these universities flourished in the heydays of Buddhism, all students 
were required to study first the chaturdasa vidyaas which included the Vedas also. Studies pertaining to Bud-
dhism, of course, followed. I am mentioning this to show how these fourteen branches of knowledge have been 
regarded as basic for any education worth its name and for dharma. 
Besides these chaturdasa vidyaas, there are four other branches of knowledge, known as upavedas, in the scheme 
of general education. Thus the number of branches of knowledge included for study in the scheme of general 
education becomes eighteen. These upavedas are: Ayurveda, science of medicine and surgery, which is stated to 
have originated from the Rig Veda; Dhanurveda, including physical culture and military science, originating 
from the Atharva Veda; Gandharva Veda, which is a term used for all fine arts, including music, dancing, paint-
ing, and sculpture, originating from the Sama Veda; and Artha Sastra: the science of politics and administration, 
having its origin in Yajur Veda. 
Sri Harsha, in his Naishadha, has punned on the word, chaturdasa, when describing the education of Nala. He 
says:  
 
Adhiti bodha aacharana prachaaranaih  
Dasaaschatasrah pranayan upaadhibhih  
Chaturdasastvam kritavaan kutasvayam  
Navedmi vidyaasu chaturdasasvayam 
 
The poet says in this verse that Nala made the chaturdasa vidyas into chaturdasa. 
Dasa, in the second chaturdasa, has to be given the meaning, "stage". The verse says 
that Nala's education in all the fourteen branches of knowledge was in four stages, 
namely adhiti (study), bodhah - (understanding), aachaarana- (adoption or practi-
cal use), and praacharana- (propagation). Pracharana, in this context, does not 
mean propaganda, as that word is ordinarily understood. It means, giving knowl-
edge to person or persons tested and found fit to receive instruction. Propaganda is 
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pressed into service mostly when the result aimed at is reaching a large number, for statistical purposes. In 
proselytisation, for example, the emphasis is on the number of converts, and not on the fact that conversion was 
secured only after those who were converted had understood, believed, and accepted particular tenets preached 
to them. In this process the truth of what we wish to propagate may be lost sight of. Our ancients were particular 
that truth and right understanding should be preserved. So, they were against propaganda in respect of both re-
ligion and knowledge. They believed that the seed of knowledge should germinate only in proper soil, in order 
that the fruit that it will yield later may be good and not forbidden fruit. Therefore, they laid down that the per-
son receiving knowledge must be proved pakvi, fit to receive it and 
benefit from it. This was specially necessary in the case of mantras, 
whose literal meaning was "protects by repetition" mananaat traayate. 
As physical exercises strengthen the muscles by constant practice, 
mantraas strengthen the internal nerves by constant repetition. In the 
process, the mind is cleansed, so that the residence of God within us 
becomes pure. Mantraas can be studied and repeated beneficially and 
preserved only by those who are found fit for such study by their con-
duct and daily anushtaanaas. 
When a person, by his study, observation and experience, comes to 
certain conclusions on problems which he considers beneficial to all, it 
is desirable that he should either record those conclusions in writing, 
or communicate them to those who are capable of appreciating the 
same, so that the benefit of his opinion may not be lost to the world. It 
may be that some of his views are not accepted immediately, or acted 
upon. But if it benefits even one kindred soul, it will be enough. Bha-
vabhuti dealing with this points sasys: 
 
Yenaama kechidiha nah prathayanti avajnaam  
Jaananti te kimapi taan pratinaisha yatnah  
Utpatsyatesti mama kopi samaana dharmaa  
Kaalohyayam niravadhih vipulaa cha prithvee 
 
The substance of this verse is: "Time is eternal and the world is wide. Some where or at some time a kindred soul 
may be born who will appreciate what I have written, even though, for the moment, some may deride it as use-
less". 
I was reminded of this verse when I read Mr. Hilton Brown's article in The Hindu wherein he has given the an-
swer to the question, "why do I live in India". Here is a foreigner who is appreciative of the Hindu dharmic ideals 
and practices and finds in this country a peace and satisfaction which he could not obtain elsewhere. 
We must realise the basic principles expounded by our saastraas and model our lives accordingly. The only last-
ing thing is our endeavor for the elevation of soul. Realising this, let us conduct ourselves in the proper manner.   
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SCSGP Calendar — June 2017 (Jyestha maasa 24/5/17 to 26/6/2017)         

1. June 8th - Jyestha Pournami - Sri Chakra Nava avarana Pooja at Peetam.  

2. June 13th - Sankashta hara chaturthi .  

3. June 15th - Mithuna Sankramanam, Punya Kaalam 05:44 AM - 12:27 PM .  

4. June 18th - Books & Blankets distribution  

5. June 23th  - Vata savitri vratam  

6. June 24th -  Jyestha Amavasya  

SCSGP Calendar — Jully 2017  (Ashada maasa 25/6/17 to 23/7/2017)         

1. June 25th - Ashada shukla padyami - Varahi Navarathrulu (25th June to 2nd July 2017) Varahai Nava-
raathi moadati roju Varahi Maha Pooja  and Sri chakra Nava Varana Pooja Every day at Peetam Chandi 
Homam at Peetam  

2. June 28th - Ashada shukla panchami - Skanda Panchami  

3. June 29th - Ashada shukla shasthi- Kumara shasthi – Subrahmanya pooja at peetam  

4. Jully 2nd - Ashada shukla Navami- Varahi Navarathri Last day  

5. Jully 4th - Ashada shukla ekadashi- Toli / sayana Yekadashi  Chaturmaasa Vartham  prarambamu  Gop-
adma vrathaarambamu  

6. Jully 8 th & 9 th  - Ashada Pournami - Maha Aashadi / Vyasa pournami / Guru Pournami / Eruvaka 
Pournima - Sri chakra Nava avarna Pooja, Guru Mandala Pooja at Peetam – All members should attend this 
program   

7. Jully 12th - Sankashta hara chaturthi   

8. Jully 16th - Karakataka Sankramanamu - Punaya kaalam 05:54 AM - 16:28 PM Dakshina ayanamu pra-
rabham  

9. Jully 19th - Ashada Krishna Ekadasi – Parameshti guru (Sri Balanandanatha) aaradhana utsavam at Pee-
tam  

10. Jully 23th - Ashada Amavasya Chandi Homam at Peetam    
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What we have done: May17 Updates 

SCSGP with other NGOs distributed clothes and walking sticks to old age people on 20th  may at      

somuladoddi village in ananthapur 
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 About Jyeshta Masa 
 According to Mathsya Puranam, one should not start new house construction in this month.  

On the first day, the Pusyami of this Masam, Karaveera Vratham or Badhra Chathushtayam is to be performed 
according to our Vratha Granthas ( literature).  

On the third day, the Jyesthta Shuddha thadiya, Rambha Vratham is performed. According to Smrithi Kaustub-
ham, Thithi thatwam, Purushartha Chinthamani, Chathurvarga Chinthamani, and in many more granthas, it is 
also called Rambha Tritiya Raajya Vratham, Thrivikrama Tritiya and many more names for this vratham are 
there. When we refer back to know the real story of this vratham, the following story tells a lot. In the time 
when Kumara Sambhava was supposed to occur, goddess Parvathi was waiting for Lord Shiva to come out of his 
Dhyan Samadhi. There were many trials made to awaken the Lord Shiva. Finally, Manmatha succeeded in doing 
it but due to the anger of Lord  Shiva, Manmatha was burnt into ashes. After this Lord Shiva walked away. This 
makes Goddess Parvathi little concerned and worried about the things to occur, the Kumara Sambhava. So she 
consults her mother. Then Bhrugu Maharishi advised Goddess Parvathi to perform Rambha Vratham. While ex-
plaining the details, he says that this vratham is to be performed on Jyeshta Shuddha Thadiya. On this day, first a 
devotee has to take bath in the early morning, clean the surroundings of a banana tree, decorate it, offer Prasad 
and perform pooja by praying to the Goddess Savithri. Rambha means banana tree for which Goddess Savithri is 
the adhishtana devatha. Brahma has two wives Savithri and Gayathri. Savithri stopped going to her husband 
with the attitude of being beautiful. Gayathri tried a lot to convince her to go to Brahma. But Savithri never 
cared for it. Then Lord Brahma got angry and cursed Savithri to take both as a seedless fruit bearing tree. Even 
after lot of apologizing, Lord Brahma didn't take his curse back. With no option left, Goddess Savithri took birth 
on earth as banana tree. Then she did thapasya of Lord Brahma. After five years of thapasya, Brahma took his 
curse back and brought Goddess Savithri back to Sathya lok. But her amsh is left a little in the banana tree. From 
then banana tree is considered to be the representation of Goddess Savithri on earth. So on this day, it is believed 
that we should perform Savithri Pooja by constructing a mantapa and chant Savithri Stotra in padmaasan under 
banana tree, and offer the sweet food as naivedyam to Goddes Savithri. Jagaran is also done on this day. Like 
this, Pooja has to be performed every day to the mantapam and donate it at the end of this Masam. This would 
result in very good husband as the life partner. It is said that by performing this vratha only, Lopamudra got 
married to Agasthya. This is the significance of Rambha Tritiya Vratha. 

Next on Jyesthta Shuddha Chavithi Uma Chathurti pooja is to be performed. 

On the tenth day, Jyeshta Shuddha Dashami is celebrated as Dasha paapahara dashami. That brand yen different 
types of sins are washed away if we celebrate this day. We have two dashami festivals that are to be celebrated. 
One is Vijaya Dashami and the second one is Jyesthta Shuddha dashami. In the first ten days of Jyesthta Masam 
taking bath in rivers is considered to be very auspicious. That too taking bath in Ganga River at dashashwa-
medha ghaat, Kashi is believed to be more auspicious. If Jyesthta Masa Dashami falls on Wednesday in collabo-
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ration with the star Hastha, it is considered to be divinely auspicious according to Hindu scriptures. The Ganga 
awatharan also occurred on the same day. On this day taking bath in river and chanting Ganga Stotram is to be 
read. The Ganga Stotram is 

Namo Bhagavathyai dasha paapa haraayai Gangayai narayanayai revathyai dakhshayai shivayai amruthayai vish-
waroopinyai nandinyayite namo namha Om namah shivayai narayanayai dashaharaayai gangayai namo Namaha 

Jyesthta Shuddha Ekadashi is also known as Nithyalekha Ekadashi.  Jyesthta Shuddha Dwadashi is also known as 
Champaka Dwadashi. Trivikrama pooja is performed in this day.  

Jyesthta Shuddha Trayodashi  - Has three vrathaas on the same day. One among them is Durgandha 
daurbhaagya naashini trayodashi vratham. Though it is there in the books, now a days we don't see people doing 
this vratham. On the same day we celebrate Sri Sri Sri Vidyaranya Swamiji's aaradhana.  

Jyesthta Pournami is also known as Vrushabha Pooja hala pravaaha or Eruwaka Pournima (in Telugu). Eruwaka 
means it comes with the time perfectly suitable in all means for starting the ploughing of the land for agricul-
tural work. In general, we say " The Beginning ". Since this is the beginning of rainy season, the farmers bath the 
cattle and decorate them with colorful items and tie new bell to their neck and feed them with pongal. This sym-
bolizes that the farmer sees God in the cattle. The farmer on this day will perform pooja to the bullock cart with 
dhoopa, deepa and offers naivedyam to the God and prayers are offered for the prosperous future.  

On the same day women do Vata Savithri Vratha. Hence this day is also known as Savithri Pournima. Pooja is of-
fered to an idol of Goddess Savithri made of gold or mud with all devotion as per the customs. After all the pooja 
is completed the idol is donated to someone. The women who follow this vratham will fast the whole day and do 
pooja to Vata Vruksham ( Raavi Chettu in Telugu). The completion of pooja occurs by donating vayana daanam 
by the women. 

Jyeshta Bahula Ashtami is also known as Thinduka Ashtami, Vinayaka Ashtami, Seethala Ashtami. 

Jyeshta Bahula Ekadashi is also known as Yoginyekadashi. 

Jyeshta Bahula Amawasya is also known as Bheema Amawasya. This festival is seen more commonly in Karna-
taka region of India. On this day the sisters who have brothers will incur their brothers to their home. They pre-
pare a vessel out of wheat floor and fill it with money. Then they do arathi to the brothers and ask them to break 
the vessel prepared. The follow a custom in which the sister and the brother whether he wants to marry her 
daughter or does he want gold or wealth. This custom actually builds the greater bounding between the siblings. 
These are the major events, festivals and vrathaas in the mouth of Jyesthta Masam. 
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Contact Us: 

SCSGP,        Visit our website: www.srignanapeetam.org 

#4-75, Behind 1st road,     Twitter handle: @scsgpatp 

Georgepet, Anantapur, Andhra Pradesh,   Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/srignanapeetam/ 

India - 515001. 

Contact No : +91 9949692729,+91-9880032729 

Email : scsgpes@gmail.com 

Please share your valuable feedback and expectations from this letter to: scsgpfeedback@gmail.com 

SARVE JANA SUKHINOBHAVANTHU - SAMASTHA SANMANGALANI BHAVANTHU 

http://srignanapeetam.org
https://twitter.com/scsgpatp
https://www.facebook.com/srignanapeetam/

